The Schaffert fertilizer application system is uniquely designed and assembled to meet individual customer needs.

At the heart of our pump systems are the GX1 and GX2 distribution centers. The GX1 contains a single pump and the GX2 has dual pumps. The number of pumps needed is determined by the implement's size and desired fertilizer application rate.

**WORKS GREAT FOR**
- 2x2 solutions for high-volume nitrogen G2 and 2x2 tube
- In-furrow starter, fungicide, & insecticides Rebounders, Optional Fittings, or Stainless Tubes

**FEATURES—BENEFITS**
- Customized for your needs
- Easy adjust controller
- Factory assembled
- Made in the USA
- Bolt & go!

**STANDARD KITS INCLUDE**
- Pump(s) & filters
- Manifold & distribution center
- Fertilizer placement options
- Controller & wiring harnesses
- Automatic shut-off

**J.G., TX-**
I like the idea of being able to adjust the volume accurately in the cab and the charts you send are very easy to read and use. Also setting the system up was a cinch.

**Manifold option #1: PVC piping**
**Manifold option #2: Visual Wilgers**

5.3 GPM REMCO pump

View your pressure from in the cab with the Magmount Pressure Gauge

Magmount (100# pull) Run/Hold Switch

The ManX (manual rate controller) is a simple, durable, yet highly effective solution for those wishing to have complete control. Producers enjoy the ease of use and simplicity built into the ManX Controller. The ManX will handle two pumps at once.

**www.schaffert.com**

71495 ROAD 397
INDIANOLA, NE 69034
SALES@SCHAFFERT.COM

308-364-2607
800-382-2607
WORKS WITH FUNGICIDES & INSECTICIDES

- Apply fungicide and insecticide in-furrow along with starter without premixing in a single tank
- The direct injection kit is designed to be a simple cost effective way to apply fungicide and insecticide in-furrow with the seed

FEATURES—BENEFITS

- The Dosatron pump operates off the volume flow of your starter fertilizer and requires no electricity or agitation during application
- Can go from 0-36 ounces per minute with the turn of a knob
- Can be easily mounted onto your planter or with our pumps
- Includes a 10-gallon tank
- Optional Xanthion™ agitation kit available
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GX2 Distribution Center with GPS